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Abstract

Advances in the understanding and modelling of surface currents have revealed the importance of internal waves, mesoscale

and submesoscale turbulence. Indeed all these features should have a large influence on wind waves, and in particular wave

heights are expected to be modified by refraction. Still, the quantitative impact of currents on waves is not well known due

to the complexity of the random wave fields and currents that are found in the ocean, and the lack of observations of both

currents and waves at scales shorter than 150 km. Here we use novel satellite altimetry data and state of the art phase-averaged

numerical wave models forced by currents at different resolutions in the Agulhas region. We find that a numerical wave model

that uses surface currents with resolutions of 30 km or less and a directional resolution of 7.5 * or less, can provide accurate

representations of the significant wave height gradients found in the Agulhas current. Using smoother current fields, such as

derived from satellite altimetry alone, generally underestimates gradients and extreme wave heights. This work suggests that

high resolution satellite altimetry data can be combined with numerical wave models to provide a statistical validation of surface

current gradients.
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• Spatial resolution of currents is key for reproducing wave height gradients7
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Abstract12

Advances in the understanding and modelling of surface currents have revealed the im-13

portance of internal waves, mesoscale and submesoscale turbulence. Indeed all these fea-14

tures should have a large influence on wind waves, and in particular wave heights are ex-15

pected to be modified by refraction. Still, the quantitative impact of currents on waves16

is not well known due to the complexity of the random wave fields and currents that are17

found in the ocean, and the lack of observations of both currents and waves at scales shorter18

than 150 km. Here we use novel satellite altimetry data and state of the art phase-averaged19

numerical wave models forced by currents at different resolutions in the Agulhas region.20

We find that a numerical wave model that uses surface currents with resolutions of 30 km21

or less and a directional resolution of 7.5◦ or less, can provide accurate representations22

of the significant wave height gradients found in the Agulhas current. Using smoother23

current fields, such as derived from satellite altimetry alone, generally underestimates24

gradients and extreme wave heights. This work suggests that high resolution satellite25

altimetry data can be combined with numerical wave models to provide a statistical val-26

idation of surface current gradients.27

1 Introduction28

Surface gravity waves generated by wind (hereinafter waves) interact with surface29

currents at all scales due to a wide range of processes (Phillips, 1977). In the ocean, it30

appears that refraction, which focuses wave energy in current jets that flow in the wave31

direction, is probably the dominant source of variations of wave heights at scales 50 to32

200 km (Ardhuin et al., 2017). For currents speeds much weaker than the waves phase33

speed it is the rotational part of the current that is expected to explain the variations34

in wave directions (Landau & Lifshitz, 1960; Villas Bôas & Young, 2020). This refrac-35

tion can lead to extreme wave heights over large mesoscale currents, such as the Agul-36

has current, that are dangerous for ships and off-shore structures (Gutshabash & Lavrenov,37

1986). Other impacts of waves on air-sea fluxes, upper ocean mixing or remote sensing38

also require better knowledge on wave-current interactions (e.g. D’Asaro, 2014; Sandwell39

et al., 2014; Villas Bôas et al., 2019).40

Recent advances in understandings and in ocean modeling of surface ocean dynamic41

show that the upper ocean is highly energetic at the mesoscale, for which the flow is in42

quasi-geostrophic balance, but also at smaller scales (submesoscales) (McWilliams, 2016).43

Further, strong ocean currents are associated with sharp and asymetric velocity fronts,44

with larger positive vorticity maxima in the Northern hemisphere (e.g. Gula et al., 2015).45

Also, the generation of large surface waves has been shown to occur in the presence of46

strong internal waves (Osborne & Burch, 1980). All these small scale current features47

may contain as much surface kinetic energy (KE) as the mesoscales but it is not clear48

how much they influence the waves. Refraction theory tells us that changes in wave di-49

rection for a given wave frequency are the product of the current vorticity magnitude50

and the scale of the current feature, so that a localized high vorticity may have the same51

effect as a distributed but lower vorticity. But in practice, ocean waves are random and52

the different components of their relatively broad spectrum are affected in different ways53

by the surface vorticity.54

The evolution of the wave field, represented by the wave action spectral densities
N(σ, θ), with σ the wave frequency in the frame of reference moving with the local cur-
rent and θ the wave propagation direction generally follows the wave action equation (Komen
et al., 1994; Tolman & Booij, 1998),

∂tN + ∂λ(λ̇N) + ∂φ(φ̇N) + ∂σ(σ̇N) + ∂θ(θ̇N) =
S

σ
(1)

The contributions of surface currents in equation (1) come into the advection speeds in55

longitude λ̇ and latitude φ̇, which is the sum of the intrinsic group speed and the sur-56
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face current, the refraction velocity θ̇, the change of frequency velocity σ̇, and in the right-57

hand-side source term S because the effective wind velocity that generates waves is the58

vector difference of wind and surface current velocities (e.g., Ardhuin et al., 2017).59

Because the effect of refraction θ̇ at position (λ, φ) combines with the advection in60

a new direction θ to produce a change in wave action N at another location (λ′, φ′), there61

is no simple relationship between the current field and wave field, in other words, sur-62

face currents have a non local effect on the distribution of the wave action in the cur-63

rent field.64

White and Fornberg (1998) have shown theoretically that the spatial distribution
of refraction-induced focusing can be predicted for monochromatic waves over a random
current with a narrow band spectrum. Still, that does not say much about the spatial
distribution of wave heights in this case. The problem is more complex for broad band
current spectrum and random waves, for which the wave height combines all the spec-
tral components,

Hs = 4

√∫ ∞
0

∫ 2π

0

σN(σ, θ)dθdσ. (2)

Guided by these theoretical insights and the solid foundation of the Wave Action65

Equation (e.g. White, 1999), our understanding of the effects of surface currents on wave66

height in the real ocean has relied on numerical simulations using eq. (1). These sim-67

ulations are fairly successful for well-known tidal currents (e.g. Ardhuin et al., 2012), but68

there are very little data to validate modeled currents and waves in other regions. For69

example, wave simulations in the Gulf Stream and Drake Passage suggest that the pat-70

terns of Hs field induced by surface currents is dominated by the refraction (Ardhuin71

et al., 2017), with a significant impact of small scale currents. These modelling results72

could not be validated using standard satellite altimeter data that is dominated by noise73

for along-track wavelengths shorter than 100 km (Dibarboure et al., 2014). The devel-74

opment of new de-noising techniques has revealed a systematic relation between wave75

height gradients and current vorticity (Quilfen et al., 2018; Quilfen & Chapron, 2019).76

These filtered data have been compared to preliminary simulations in the Agulhas cur-77

rent using eq. (1) solved by either finite difference techniques or ray tracing. These com-78

parisons have highlighted the importance of the directional width of the wave spectrum,79

with stronger Hs gradients obtained for narrower incident wave spectra even when only80

large scale currents, as derived from gridded altimetry data were used (Quilfen et al.,81

2018).82

These two previous studies by Ardhuin et al. (2017) and Quilfen et al. (2018) have83

suggested two possible reasons for sharp Hs gradient: namely the presence of sharp cur-84

rent gradients, or the strong local focalisation of waves on a smooth current field. Fig-85

ure 1 illustrates the first possibility over the Agulhas current, using either large-scale cur-86

rents of gridded altimetry or a high resolution modeled current, both described in de-87

tail in section 2.88

The present work aims at consolidating these previous analyses and contribute to89

answering the questions: What are the parameters controlling the spatial variability of90

wave heights in a realistic current field? How can these be best reproduced by numer-91

ical models? In particular, we focus on the effect of the spatial resolution of the current92

field, and angular discretization of the wave model in relation with the directional spread93

of wave spectra. Here we focus on the Agulhas current because of the strong Hs signa-94

ture that is easily captured by satellite altimeters. Further work will be needed for other95

wave and current regimes.96

The numerical model set up and data are presented in section 2. Results follow in97

section 3, with a discussion of the influence of the surface currents resolution in section98

4. Finally we will conclude this wave-current interactions study in section 5.99
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2 Satellite and modelling data for waves in the Agulhas current100

The Agulhas current system is one of the most intense western boundary currents,101

with velocities exceeding 2.5 m s−1 along the East coast of South Africa, before retroflect-102

ing back into the Indian Ocean with large ring eddies shed in the south Atlantic ocean103

(Beal et al., 2011; Tedesco et al., 2019). The Agulhas current system is also exposed to104

very large waves from the southern ocean (Young, 1999).105

2.1 High-resolution altimetry Hs data106

Satellite altimeters have been measuring Hs continuously for 27 years, providing107

measurements along sparsely spaced tracks, typically every 10 to 30 days (Ardhuin et108

al., 2019). In many regions of the ocean these are the only available measurement of wave109

heights. This is particularly the case in strong current regions where moored buoys are110

more difficult to install. Further, Hs measurements along the satellite ground track pro-111

vide a unique view of the spatial variations of Hs, although along one dimension only.112

Until recently, the analysis of Hs variations was limited to wavelengths larger than 100 km,113

due to the noise associated to the tracking methods used to interpret altimeter waveforms114

(Sandwell et al., 2014; Ardhuin et al., 2017). The successful application of Empirical Mode115

Decomposition (Huang et al., 1998) to the denoising of Hs along-track series now makes116

it possible to investigate much smaller scales, possibly down to 15 km wavelength or less117

(Quilfen & Chapron, 2019). Here we use denoised wave heights from the European Space118

Agency (ESA) Sea State Climate Change Initiative (SeaState-CCI) database, that uses119

this denoising technique applied to calibrated Geophysical Data Records from CNES and120

ESA for the Jason-2, Cryosat-2 and SARAL/AltiKa missions. The analysis of three years121

from 2014 to 2016 in our region of interest gives a total of 4746 satellite tracks, with one122

example shown in Fig. 1.123

2.2 Numerical wave model124

Our numerical wave model is based on the WAVEWATCH III modelling framework125

(The WAVEWATCH III R© Development Group, 2016) that integrates the action bal-126

ance equation (1), discretized on a regular latitude-longitude grid with a resolution of127

1/30◦. Our baseline configuration uses a spectral discretization into 32 frequencies from128

0.037 Hz to 0.7 Hz and 48 directions (∆θ = 7.5◦). This modeled is forced by surface129

currents, as detailed below, together with operational hourly wind forecasts from the Eu-130

ropean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), at 1/8◦ resolution. The131

overall time step used to solve eq. (1) is 390 s, and the solution is obtained with a split-132

ting technique (Tolman, 1992), with a spatial advection step of 130 s, a refraction step133

of 18 s, and an automatically adjusted source term integration step that can be as short134

as 10 s. We forced the boundaries three hourly by waves spectra from a global model135

configuration that uses the same wind fields but no current, a spatial resolution of 0.5◦136

and the same spectral discretization as our Agulhas model. One example of modeled Hs137

field is shown in Fig. 1.138

The signature of the Agulhas systems is clearly visible in the modeled Hs field with139

a band of larger wave heights. On the example in Fig. 1.a, one can observe the effect of140

the main Agulhas current along the coast, including a meander known as a ”Natal pulse”,141

located at 29◦E, upstream of Port Elisabeth. Large current structures typically have mul-142

tiple parallel branches caused by the straining of the large scale field and very sharp bound-143

aries (Fig. 1.b). In contrast, the Hs field computed with the model using surface cur-144

rents estimated from altimetry measurements (Globcurrent), has blurred patterns (Fig.145

1.c), caused by surface currents with broader features and less intense maxima values146

(Fig. 1.d). Altimeter measurements show a narrow Hs maximum around 37◦ in the Ag-147

ulhas current upstream of the retroflexion (Fig. 1.e). This narrow peak in Hs is closer148
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to the one obtained with the CROCO currents, while the Globcurrent current fields lead149

to a broad Hs maximum.150

2.3 Currents fields used for forcing the wave model151

Given the large influence of surface current details we have designed a series of sim-152

ulations with currents at different resolutions. These current fields are based on surface153

current estimates from the Coastal and Regional Ocean COmmunity model (CROCO,154

Debreu et al., 2012) without data assimilation nor tidal forcing with a resolution of 1/36◦155

both in latitude and longitude. This CROCO model configuration is expected to pro-156

duce surface currents that are statistically consistent with the real ocean and has been157

used for several process studies (Tedesco et al., 2019). However, for any particular time158

and location, the variable current structure is not expected to reproduce the stochastic159

behaviour of the ocean as no data assimilation is used within the model domain. The160

CROCO model has been forced at the surface by the ERA-interim reanalysis and bound-161

aries have been forced by a global reanalysis GLORYS. We have also used low-pass fil-162

tered CROCO currents as an input forcing for the wave model. These are obtained by163

applying an isotropic two-dimensional Gaussian filter defined by its standard deviation164

σc expressed in number of grid points.165

The filtered current fields effective resolution is the result of the convolution of the166

Gaussian filter and the original current field. In particular the spectrum of the filtered167

current is the product of the original current spectrum and the spectrum of the Gaus-168

sian filter. The effective resolution is thus driven by the width of the Gaussian filter, σc.169

We performed a spectral analysis on all surface currents forcing fields (CROCO fully re-170

solved and filtered). Rather than computed the fourier transform of the different cur-171

rent fields, we have done the spectral analysis on the laplacian applied both on the orig-172

inal surface currents and the gaussian filters. We computed the fourier transform along173

the zonal dimension and we folded the obtained spectra on themself to removed the sym-174

metric aspect. As previously stated for the filtered currents fields, we computed the prod-175

uct of the fourier transform of the fully resolved surface current and the different gaus-176

sian filters (according to the convolution theorem). Finally we took the averaged of all177

computed spectra. Hanning windows have been applied on all data-segments to avoid178

spectral leakage.179

For filtered fields, scales smaller than where the KE laplacian PSD start to bounc180

(fig. 2) have been considered as removed by the gaussian filter. This scale-frequency cut-181

off defines the effective resolution of the filtered current field. The two different regimes182

(monotonic and non-monotonic) shown on spectra (fig. 2) are highly better noticeable183

when laplacian is applied both on the currents fields and the filters (spectra for the non-184

modified field, no laplacian applied, are not shown here.) Let’s notice that the effective185

resolution found by the spectral analysis is (almost) equal to the width of the gaussian186

(2σc) times the original surface current field pixel size (∆x = 2.5km).187

Seven surface currents fields have been created, with effective resolutions ranging188

from 10 to 100km. Figure 3 illustrates four patterns of currents with the vorticity ζ =189

∂V/∂x− ∂U/∂y and Hs corresponding to different current resolutions.190

The filtering of the current field results in the removal of small scale structures, in-191

cluding small mesoscale eddies and filaments, as well as the smoothing of the large scale192

structures. Alternatively, we also used a surface current forcing taken from the Globcur-193

rent product (Rio et al., 2014). This Globcurrent product has a spatial resolution of 1/4◦194

both in latitude and longitude and is temporally resolved at 1 day. It provides the geostrophic195

component of the total surface currents estimated from the Sea Surface Height (SSH)196

measured by altimeters, and a mean dynamic topography that combines other data sources197

(Rio et al., 2014). A similar spectral analysis described above has been applied on Globcur-198

rent product and revealed its effective resolution 150km. The 50 km resolution filtered199
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CROCO current has scales similar to those in the Globcurrent field, with a lower sur-200

face currents intensity for filtered surface current (due to filtering process). Let’s notice201

that our filtered surface relative vorticityζ displayed in fig. 3 are similar to the ones pre-202

sented in figure 17c of Chelton et al. (2019) in the Coastal California current for the sim-203

ilar resolution (few kilometers, 20km and 80km).204

Snapshots of simulated Hs reveal patterns that follow the surface vorticity patterns205

as already shown in figure 13 of Quilfen et al. (2018). Figures (3 right) show a Hs max-206

imum where the normalized vorticity is positive in the main stream of the Agulhas (south-207

westward) and also show that the Hs gradient are sharp for forcing using modeled (CROCO)208

currents and become blurred for poorly resolved surface current. We have run our wave209

model during 3 years, from 2014 to 2016, with the appropriate surface currents (fully re-210

solved from CROCO model, filtered and estimated by altimetry), wind and boundary211

conditions forcings.212

3 Results213

3.1 Spatial variability of Hs in realistic surface currents field214

Wave-current interactions have been simulated in the Agulhas current from 2014215

to 2016. Filtered altimetry data have been studied for the same time frame and all model216

outputs have been interpolated in time and space on those altimeters tracks. One ex-217

ample of model-satellite comparison is displayed in figure (1e). Except for the topograph-218

ically trapped flow patterns, the high resolution CROCO model is not expected to have219

current features in the same place as the real features, but it may still have realistic eddy220

sizes and meander shapes. We will thus compare the statisical properties of modeled and221

measured Hs.222

In particular we consider the statistical properties of the along-track Hs gradient
defined as

∇Hs = |∆Hs/dr|, (3)

with dr the along-track distance between successive 1 Hz measurments (dr is typically223

7 km), and ∆Hs the difference between successive Hs measurements taken 1 s apart. Statis-224

tics of ∇Hs have been interpolated on a regular grid with a resolution of 1/8◦ by 1/8◦225

in longitude and latitude. The mean values are shown on figure 4, ranging from 0 to 3226

cm per km.227

Besides a few high values right at the coast (well visible for simulation without cur-228

rent) that can be explained by partial sheltering caused by headlands, all the large gra-229

dients appear in regions of strong current gradients, and specifically in the main Agul-230

has current, from 29◦E 33◦S to 17.5◦E 39◦S. The values of the mean ∇Hs measured in231

the main Agulhas branch are in the range of 1.5 to 3 cm/km (Fig. 4.i.) which is remark-232

ably high, and corresponds to the maximum values shown in Figure 1. These persistent233

maximum gradients are located exactly where the model has the strongest current, and234

where the largest Hs gradients are also predicted in figure 4.a. This is the well known235

region of strong focalization of waves caused by wave refraction over the current (Gutshabash236

& Lavrenov, 1986; Kudryavtsev et al., 2017; Quilfen & Chapron, 2019). Indeed when prop-237

agating against a current that is uniform in the flow direction, waves of a given period238

and direction can be trapped: when coming from the center of the current towards its239

edge they turn back towards the center at the location where the current reaches a cer-240

tain value (Kenyon, 1971). The waves behaviour is similar to the propagation of light241

waves along an optical fiber where light waves are trapped and propagate within a range242

of specific refraction’s index values that depends on their initial incidence angle. Quilfen243

and Chapron (2019) have demonstrated with ray tracing and assuming the wave action244

is conserved along the ray, that where waves are trapped, strong ∇Hs are measured.245
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Figure 4 shows that the maximum ∇Hs signal is upstream 26◦E, where the main246

Agulhas current is known to be stable. Downstream of 26◦E the current is bi-modal with247

occasional disturbances known as Natal pulses248

Around 22◦E the Agulhas current comes off the Agulhas Bank and the current di-249

rection veers to the south, which probably explains the lower values of ∇Hs as the cur-250

rent direction is less favorable for trapping the dominant south-westerly waves, result-251

ing in this lower gradient of wave heights. Beyond that point, ∇Hs increases again but252

it is more spread out in the north-south direction .253

Nowhere does the much coarser and weaker current in the Globcurrent product pro-254

duces Hs gradients larger than 2 cm/km (Fig. 1.g). Yet, the Globcurrent product leads255

to modeled gradients in the retroflexion region, around 38◦ S, 25 ◦E, that are similar to256

those given by the CROCO model, both weaker than observed. ∇Hs in the main Ag-257

ulhas current are similar for CROCO filtered at 50km and Globcurrent, as shown in fig258

3 through the Hs field. As the effective current resolution is degraded from 10 km to 50259

km, the mean Hs gradient progressively vanishes with a particularly clear drop from 50 km260

(Fig. 1.e) to 70 km (Fig. 1.f).261

3.2 Spectral analysis262

In order to obtain a more quantitative analysis, we perform the same spectral anal-263

ysis on the model and satellite data. We use overlapping windows following Welch (1967),264

with the Fourier transform computed after detrending and applying a Hanning window.265

Results are presented in Figure 5. In order to help with the interpretation, the surface266

current velocity (
√
U2 + V 2) was also analyzed along the same tracks. One spectrum is267

computed for each track. All spectra have been averaged to obtain one averaged spec-268

trum for each numerical simulation for each surface currents forcing field. The Hs spec-269

tra (Fig. 5.a) show that between resolutions of 200 km and 30 km, and even down to the270

smaller resolved scale, the resolution of the surface currents drive the Hs variability. For271

wavelengths between 50 km and 100 km, simulations forced by the Globcurrent surface272

currents shows a Hs variability higher than simulations forced with surface currents fil-273

tered at 50km, 70km and 100km whereas surface currents from Globcurrent have an ef-274

fective along-track resolution around 150km. This along-track resolution is consistent275

with the 150 to 250 km resolution of sea surface height gridded altimeter data in the Ag-276

ulhas region (Ballarotta et al., 2019).277

Using a wave model forced by different surface KE spectra (Fig. 5.b) reveal what278

we expected, i.e the lower the surface currents KE, the lower the Hs spectrum. Surface279

KE spectrum computed from surface current taken from Globcurrent fields show a level280

of variability for wavelengths in the range 50 to 200 km that is similar to the 40-km fil-281

tered current.282

For all simulations, the shape of the Hs spectrum is very similar to the KE spec-283

trum, and slightly steeper, around k−3.4 for Hs compared to k−3.0 for the KE spectrum.284

The same behavior was found for realistic simulation in Gulf-Stream and Drake Passage285

(Ardhuin et al., 2017). As the spectral level in the current forcing is reduced, the Hs spec-286

trum is reduced in the same proportion until it reaches a background level. For a wave-287

length of 100 km, this background level is around 0.08 m2/cycle/km, which is very close288

to the variability associated to the wind field in the analysis by Ardhuin et al. (2017).289

This parallel behaviour of the Hs and KE spectra may be due to the dominant balance290

between propagation and refraction terms in the action balance equation (1).291
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4 Discussions and perspectives292

4.1 Surface current resolution and gradients of Hs293

In the ocean, surface currents are energetic at meso- and submesoscales, with fea-294

tures such as fronts, eddies and vorticity filaments. Waves interact with those features,295

and the refraction explains the spatial redistribution of the wave action density that re-296

sults in a change of Hs. In the Agulhas system, waves simulations forced with highly re-297

solved surface currents, rich in surface structures at meso- and submesoscale (left fig. 3298

a,b) show that the small features matter to simulate realistic ∇Hs, statistically consis-299

tent with filtered altimeter data (Fig 4). In the Agulhas, the long term study shows that300

the main part of the ∇Hs is induced by intense surface structures smaller than 30km301

superimposed on the large scale Agulhas current system (Fig. 4). Recent idealised stud-302

ies from (Villas Bôas & Young, 2020), reveal that for waves propagating much faster than303

currents, only the rotational component of the surface currents induces a scattering of304

wind wave. Filtering the surface currents results in a decrease of global surface vortic-305

ity due to the small and intense vorticity features removing and the decrease of the large306

scale mean vorticity (Fig. 3.c). Change the global vorticity impact the refraction inten-307

sity. Refraction seems to be the main process that drives the occurrence of ∇Hs at meso-308

and submesoscale in strong mesoscale curr, already proved numerically in the Gulf-Stream309

and the Drake passage (Ardhuin et al., 2017). The choice of the surface currents forc-310

ing is also key to reproducing the strong realistic Hs variability. Quilfen et al. (2018) ar-311

gued that numerical wave models that solve the action balance eq. (1) using finite dif-312

ferences, generally underestimate the ∇Hs. Also, Quilfen et al. (2018) have shown marked313

differences between finite-differences and ray-tracing solutions. Here we find that it is314

the choice of a large scale current from Globcurrent that explains the relatively weak mod-315

eled Hs gradient.316

4.2 Waves model directional resolution317

In the limit of a large number of directions and a thin spatial resolution, the so-318

lution to the wave action equation obtained here with the 3rd order finite-difference re-319

fraction and advection schemes should be identical to the one obtained with backward320

ray tracing (Longuet-Higgins, 1957; O’Reilly & Guza, 1993; Booij et al., 1999; Ardhuin321

& Herbers, 2005). In practice, the number of discrete model directions is limited by the322

cost in memory storage and computation time, and most wave model implementations323

use 24 to 36 directions. Here, our wave model computes the wave spectrum E(f ,θ) in324

each grid-cell of the domain, E(f ,θ) decomposed in 32 wave frequencies and 48 direc-325

tions.326

Given the importance of refraction in the presence of current gradients (Holthuijsen327

& Tolman, 1991; Ardhuin et al., 2012) we examine here the importance of the directional328

resolution and how the numerical solution is smoothed by the use of a small number of329

directions. We have thus repeated our simulations (same forcing files and same bound-330

ary conditions) different directional resolutions (∆θ), using 24 (∆θ = 15◦), and 180 (∆θ =331

2◦) directions instead of 48 (∆θ = 7.5◦). The refraction timestep ∆tr has been changed332

in proportion to keep a constant ratio ∆tr/∆θ. We have further checked than reducing333

the other time steps had minimal effects on the solution. The spectral analysis described334

in section (3.2) has been repeating for those new simulations and presented in figure (6335

a). Because the ∆θ = 2◦ simulation is extremely costly, the wave model has been run336

for 4 months only, from the 1st January to the 30st April 2015. The altimeters track have337

been extracted for the same time frame and the model outputs have been interpolated338

on those track.339

Spectral analysis shows that the model set-up with a thinner directional resolution340

(Nθ = 48 instead of 24) has a larger variability of Hs at all scales, with an increase of341

the PSD by about a factor of 2, similar to what was found for Drake passage by Ardhuin342
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et al. (2017). Yet, for scales smaller than 100km, Hs variability is stronger for simula-343

tions forced with higher resolution currents, regardless of the directional resolution. Fur-344

ther refining the directional resolution to 180 directions gives a further increase in Hs345

variability. When the thin directional discretization is combined with CROCO modeled346

currents, the modeled Hs spectrum is within 30% of the satellite measurements for all347

scales shorter than 100 km.348

A typical example of spatial variability along a transect is shown in (Fig. 6.b,c),349

with a much sharper peak of Hs in the model runs using 180 or 48 directions.350

4.3 Influence of incident waves directional spreading (σθ)351

We generally expect that a fine directional resolution is most important when the352

directional wave spectrum is very narrow. In these conditions wave energy can be focused353

in a small area, as predicted by the analysis of monochromatic waves with rays traced354

with parallel directions outside of the current region (White & Fornberg, 1998). In con-355

trast, broad wave spectra have focal points in different locations for the different spec-356

tral components, which effectively smears the regions of maximum Hs.357

In order to quantify that effect in realistic conditions, we have re-run the model with358

modified boundary conditions. Instead of taking the directional wave spectra E(f, θ) straight359

from a global hindcast, we now make these spectra broader or narrower in directions,360

without changing the spreading along the frequency nor the mean direction at each fre-361

quency. The details of the method are given in the Appendix. The conservation of the362

total variance and mean direction between all original spectra and new spectra has been363

verified. At each frequency, the original directional spreading has been changed by ±30%.364

Examples of the resulting Hs fields are displayed on Figure 7.a-c. Figure 7 illustrates how365

a decrease σθ induce an increase in the number of small Hs structures and an amplifi-366

cation of structures already existing, and vice versa. This is better quantified along a367

track that is close to the upwave (western) boundary. The left peak at 39.5◦ S in Fig.7.d368

has a variation of Hs from 3.45m with a broader spectrum to 3.85 m with a narrower369

spectrum. This 25% change in wave energy is a typical order of magnitude. Besides the370

peak, some fluctuations of Hs between 37 and 39◦ S are much reduced for the broader371

spectra.372

Following the method used previously, we now look at the averaged Hs spectra for373

each 1-year long simulation, with different boundary conditions. The result shows higher374

variability, by about 50%, at all scales for incident waves with lower values of the direc-375

tional spread σθ. The shape of the Hs spectra are very similar for all simulations with376

a steeper slope for wavelenghts shorter than 125 km.377

Our simulations have confirmed that over a real current system like the Agulhas,378

the spatial variability is sensitive to the spectral width of the wave field, and to the nu-379

merical resolution used in models with narrower spectra and finer resolution producing380

stronger gradients. Unfortunately the directional spread is one of the worst modeled pa-381

rameters (Stopa et al., 2016). More directional data, such as provided by the SWIM in-382

strument on the China France Ocean Satellite (Hauser et al., 2017), may help design bet-383

ter model parameterizations and can be used for data assimilation with important im-384

pact in strong current regions.385

5 Conclusion386

Surface currents modify the wave field, not just locally (White & Fornberg, 1998;387

Ardhuin et al., 2017; Kudryavtsev et al., 2017). Large mesoscale systems such as the Ag-388

ulhas current are places where particularly strong Hs gradients are found by Quilfen and389

Chapron (2019). Combining the state of the art of wave modelling and novel filtered al-390
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timetry data, we have investigated the factors that lead to these large gradients, and un-391

der which conditions they can be reproduced by numerical models. The present work392

shows that model forced with realistic and high resolved surface currents, statistically393

consistent with the real upper ocean dynamics and sufficiently discretized in direction,394

is able to capture sharp significant wave height gradient measured by altimeters. Although395

operational surface currents derived from altimetry-SSH measurement (Globcurrent) de-396

scribe the overall surface ocean dynamic with a global coverage, the reconstructed global397

field has a very low spatial resolutions (Ballarotta et al., 2019; Chelton et al., 2019). In-398

deed, only eddies with diameters of 200 km or more are efficiently resolved because of399

the space and time sampling of the altimeter tracks and the high along-track noise for400

scales shorter than 100 km.401

Besides the structures of the forcing current, the numerical implementations typ-402

ically used for wave modelling will typically miss part of the true gradients of the wave403

field due to numerical diffusion. Here we find that high spectral resolutions, using 48 or404

more directions systematically produces finer details, in a way that is statistically con-405

sistent with altimeter data. This effect is most pronounced when the directional wave406

spectrum is most narrow. Reproducing realistic wave height gradients is important for407

marine safety but also for studying upper ocean processes driven by wave breaking. It408

is also a necessity to capture all sea states bias in surface currents measurement. Finally409

focus on wave height gradients through model or filtered altimetry data, will be an op-410

portunity to study surface current properties.411

More generally, although few observations are available, remote sensing data from412

SAR or sun glitter imagery or even from the new french chinese satellite CFOSAT should413

complete this study to draw conclusion on how surface current change the waves height414

along their tracks. Indeed theories quantify the effect of surface current on the spatial415

distribution of wave action in random surface currents but there is no clear links between416

wave height variability and surface currents properties.417

Appendix: Defining new waves spectrum with a modified directional418

spreading419

We force the wave model at its boundaries with bi-dimensional wave spectra from
a global hindcast forced without current, E(f, θ) with f the wave intrinsic frequency and
θ the direction where energy is propagating. Two-dimensional wave spectrum can be di-
vided in an omnidirectional spectrum E(f) and a directional shape function D(f, θ) de-
fined as

D(f, θ) =
E(f, θ)

E(f)
(4)

such that

∫ 2π

0

D(f, θ)dθ = 1. (5)

Our modification of the boundary conditions is done by a modification of D(f, θ), with-420

out changing E(f).421

There can be an infinite number of ways to modify D(f, θ). Here first compute the422

directional moments a1(f), b1(f), a2(f), b2(f) are computed from D(f, θ) following O’Reilly423

et al. (1996). These are the discrete Fourier coefficients of the directional distribution424

D(f, θ).425
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From these moments, the following directional parameters have been computed.

θ1 = arctan(b1/a1)

θ2 =
1

2
arctan(b2/a2)

σ1 = 2

(
1−

√
a21 + b21

)
σ2 =

1

2

(
1−

√
a22 + b22

)

(6.a)

(6.b)

(6.c)

(6.d)

Both directional spreads σ1(f) and σ2(f) are multiplied by a parameter α, giving426

σ′1(f) and σ′2(f).427

From the modified parameters, a new directional distribution D′(f, θ) is estimated428

using the the Maximized Entropy Method (Lygre & Krogstad, 1986).429
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Figure 1. Snapshots of modeled Hs and surface current forcing in the Agulhas system For

March 1st 2014 at 15:00 UTC. (a) Significant wave height (Hs) field computed with the WAVE-

WATCH III model (WW3) forced with modeled surface current (CROCO 2.5 km resolution

shown in (b)), (c) Hs field computed with WW3 forced with AVISO surface current (derived

from satellite altimetry, shown in (c)). (e) along track significant wave height measured by al-

timeter. The solid black line is the measurement, the red and blue solid lines are Hs along the

altimeter track computed with WW3 using different current forcing, CROCO or AVISO respec-

tively. The dotted black line is the Hs simulated by the model without surface currents forcing.

The altimeter track and the Hs measurement are also visible on panels a–d.
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λc 

Figure 2. Averaged zonal power spectral density (PSD) of the surface Kinetic Energy (KE)

laplacian. The widths of the gaussian filters used (two times the gaussian root mean square, σc)

are given in the legend in pixel (∆x). The vertical solid dark blue line is the frequency cut-off for

the narrowest gaussian filter.

Figure 3. (a)-(d) snapshots of normalized vorticity (ζ/f) for currents filtered at 2.5km, 20km,

50km and 150km (Globcurrent surface currents) on August 9th, 2015 at 07:00 UTC and (e)–(h)

the corresponding Hs fields.
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Figure 4. Significant wave height gradient from model simulations (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h) and from

altimeters data (i). Simulation with fully resolved CROCO surface currents is represented in a).

Simulations forced with filtered surface currents at 10km,30km,40km,50km and 70km effective

resolution are displayed in figure b,c,d,e,f respectively. The simulation with geostrophic surface

currents from the Globcurrent product is on g) figure and simulation without any surface current

forcing is shown in figure h).
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Figure 5. Left panel a), averaged Significant Wave Height spectra from model and altimetry

data. Right panel b), averaged surface Kinetic Energy spectra. All spectra have been obtained

by averaging all along-track spectra (4746 tracks) from altimeters measurements (black solid line)

and interpolated simulated data (in colors). The associated surface currents resolution are given

in the legend.

Figure 6. a) panel: Averaged Significant Wave Height spectra for altimeters measurements

(in black) and for modeled data (colors). Blue spectra are for modeled wave height forced with

surface current from Globcurrent and red spectra for CROCO 2.5km forcing. b) instantaneous

simulated significant wave height field highly resolved in directions (180 dirs). c) an example of

modeled wave heights interpolated along an altimeter track for different directional resolution,

the location of the track is in black line on panel b)
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Figure 7. Up figures, two dimensional significant wave height field snapshot (November 4ˆth

00:00 UTC) for: a) the unchanged directional spreading (σθ) boundary spectra, b) the extended

σθ boundary spectra (+30%), c) the reduced σθ boundary spectra (-30%). The solid line is the

footprint of one altimeter track for the same date, the significant waves height simulated are

displayed on the d) panel for unmodified (black line), extended (red line) and reduced (pur-

ple line) σθ. The e) panel shows the averaged simulated Hs spectra over one year for the three

simulations.
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